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APPENDIX to “Optometric Trajectory—Gerald Westheimer,” Invited Perspective, 

published in Optometry and Vision Science, Volume 93, Issue 1, 2016 

Vision Science in a Non-optometric Setting 

Fundamental research was not widely represented in the portfolio of most professional schools 

before about 1960. This was even more the case for optometry colleges. With enough dedication 

and skill, individual scholars could make some contributions, but this would have to be done in 

their spare time with minimal laboratory facilities and funds. Even more serious was the isolation 

from the main science streams. Someone like Matt Alpern made a valiant attempt at working 

himself into the rank of recognized scientists while teaching at Pacific University College of 

Optometry. I remember the pride with which he reported on the gift of an oscilloscope from the 

Tektronix Corporation,
1
,= but he soon gave up and joined the research group assembled by H. 

Richard Blackwell at the University of Michigan. During the Ohio State years, teaching 

obligations relegated research activities to my spare time, a role model for such division of labor 

was the Director, Glenn Fry, who had the advantage over most of us in requiring little sleep. But 

in spite of this, I was able to make headway in expanding my horizon in several areas then not 

yet represented in optometry departments. 

 

One was participation during the summer of 1957 in a small group of graduate and postdoctoral 

students who were initiated into neurophysiological laboratory techniques in the NIH-funded 

“Nerve-Muscle” program at the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole on Cape Cod. It 



was my first exposure to a purely science-oriented atmosphere of elite East Coast institutions, in 

which privilege and sense of entitlement was accepted as their due and quite different from the 

mid-western mid-professional life in Ohio’s optometry and, of course, a further world apart yet 

from the even more distant Sydney’s. While I could hold my own in it, I could never reach a 

degree of comfort to make me live in it permanently. During that summer on occasional trips to 

Boston I made contact with Edward L, O’Neill
2
 at Boston University who, in just two 

afternoons, enlarged the mathematics I had learned at Sydney University to also cover Fourier 

Optics, and thus gave me an invaluable grounding in this revolutionary discipline right at its 

start. 

 

These contacts had made me recognize more than ever that it was imperative to have more 

extensive interactions with active scientists in cognate disciplines than my immediate colleagues 

in Columbus. Ohio State then had no provisions for faculty sabbaticals; instead, research leaves 

were awarded on a case by case basis. When I returned from Woods Hole, I applied for one and 

on the recommendation of Fry and the Dean, J. Osborn Fuller, later to become President of Wake 

Forest University, it was approved and enabled my residence in Cambridge, England for most of 

1958 and then for several summers after that. The experience at the Physiological Laboratory 

there, an essential ingredient in my development as a scientist, has been recorded elsewhere.
3
 

 

A consequence of this extension of my scientific vista and augmented enthusiasm and 

confidence was that, when I returned to Columbus and a year later moved to Berkeley, I 



embarked on a program that transcended the customary activities of even the most research-

oriented optometry faculty. A tendency towards analytical studies, best exemplified by the tour 

de force on the kinematics of the eye,
4
 had been supplanted gradually by almost total 

concentration on empirical research, based on the realization that very little about the visual 

system can be predicted from theory. Starting with Merrill Allen’s suggestions for electronic 

rather that Fry’s mechanical components, and then collaboration with the virtuoso 

experimentalists Fergus Campbell and John Robson
5
 and Cyril Rashbass,

6 
my laboratory became 

more and more equipment-intensive. A succession of post-doctoral students and colleagues from 

around the world came to Berkeley to participate in the ongoing research. Though by then 

funding was from the National Institutes of Health, institutions were expected to make space and 

facilities available. This was par for the course in Berkeley’s science community, but beyond the 

capacity of the Optometry School, whose administration could not rise to the challenge of 

accommodating a state-of-the-art center for visual neurophysiology. As a result, the Vice-

Chancellor, a chemist familiar with the resources needed in make a department top-rank, stepped 

in and moved my operations and those of close colleagues, as well as our Faculty Appointments, 

from Optometry to the Department of Physiology/Anatomy. Donald Mitchell, Melbourne 

Optometry graduate hailing from Launceston, Tasmania, and then finishing his PhD in 

physiological optics, pioneered the relocation in the Fall of 1967, followed in due course by the 

rest of us. 

 



The consequences were far-reaching. Instead of rubbing shoulders with investigators in 

amblyopia and contact lenses, faculty neighbors were endocrinologists, electron-microscopists, 

insect-flight and rabbit olfactory-bulb specialist; courses were taught not to optometry but to 

undergraduate biology students; graduate seminars were in the biophysics of nerve conduction or 

of neural control of movement rather than binocular or color vision; committee work centered 

not on the new OD optometry curriculum but on the reorganization of the biology departmental 

structure made mandatory by the explosion of knowledge in molecular biology. Expansion of the 

horizon and integration into a wider scientific community opened up election to the Royal 

Society of London, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. It is sobering to 

contemplate whether being the first, and so far only, optometrist to reach these milestones, was 

in part due to having been relocated from Berkeley’s Optometry to the Life Sciences buildings. 

 

Staying both within the spirit and the letter of my role as Principal Investigator, I sponsored 

some vision research in which I did not participate personally. Horace Barlow and Bill Levick 

made the discovery of directionally-selective retinal ganglion cells in the rabbit, Mike Land 

illuminated, figuratively and literally, jumping spider eyes (they have six), Barry Frost 

investigated Daphne eyes, Frank Werblin continued the outstanding work he had done with John 

Dowling on intra-retinal circuitry. Providing intellectual, laboratory and financial support from 

my grants fostered the national and international reach and augmented the quality as well as 

quantity of eye research in Berkeley. These scientists worked and published independently and 



some, like Horace Barlow, Mike Land and Frank Werblin, were appointed to faculty slots in 

their own right. 

 

Whereas the immediate surrounds and some academic activities had changed, my own scientific 

focus remained steadfastly on vision. Optics and resolution of the eye continued to arouse my 

curiosity. To understand Flamant’s seminal paper in which she measured the eye’s line-spread 

function after the light had passed first into the eye and then returned, I had to learn Fourier 

optics. This led to the measurement of the eye’s resolution limit using interference fringes and, in 

collaboration with Fergus Campbell, to more definite values of the spread of light in the normal 

eye. 

 

Once reasonable numbers for the limitations that ocular dioptrics impose on the quality of the 

retinal image were at hand, closer attention could be paid to the role of the mosaic of retinal 

receptors, about which anatomical data had already been gathered. By then the problems of 

photochemical transduction and of rhodopsin dynamics had been expertly explored. This is 

where serendipity played a role in my career. Arguments were flying in the early 1960’s about 

the nature of threshold elevation during early stages of dark adaptation.
7
 To settle an issue in this 

field, W. A. H. Rushton, a giant of vision research, came to Berkeley from Cambridge, England, 

to measure light spread and dark adaptation with equipment and expertise I had developed. In the 

process of the experiments, an unexpected phenomenon presented itself: interaction between 

adjoining retinal regions which could not be accounted for by rhodopsin or other receptor signals 



and had therefore to be in the neural retina. Because it did not support the argument that he was 

developing, Rushton dismissed this effect and left its exploration to me. I utilized a probing 

technique that had been employed with great success in nerve conduction research to 

characterize the sensitization and desensitization regions in rod
8
 and cone vision, and the 

procedure was applied to the color channels in Suzanne McKee’s PhD thesis.
9
 The whole topic 

gained significance from the good parallelism between our psychophysical findings and the 

celebrated center/surround antagonism, postulated 100 years earlier by Mach and Hering, and 

demonstrated in cat ganglion cells by Kuffler in 1953. 

 

The time had come to tackle a major outstanding problem in visual acuity. We are very sensitive 

to the misalignment of two abutting lines, called Vernier acuity. When it was recognized that 

such thresholds are much lower than retinal receptor spacing, there was only a one viable theory, 

proposed by Hering in 1899, asserting that this kind of precision had its origin in the averaging 

of local signs of many receptors along the length of the line. However, a study emanating from 

Elek Ludvigh’s laboratory claimed that shortening vernier lines to a pair of separated dots did 

not affect thresholds.
10

 I had met Ludvigh on several occasions, and was impressed by his 

intellect but not by his standing as an experimentalist. Hence I did not make his claim part of my 

thinking, as, altogether, counter-intuitive results need for me to have extra solidity and substance. 

When a graduate student working in a Master’s thesis with Darrell Carter about 1965 pointed 

again to Ludvigh’s paper and I had nothing but prejudice to offer in rebuttal, we embarked on a 

project to verify Ludvigh’s notion that good Vernier alignment could be obtained with just a pair 



of dots. In those days – even now -- the task of generating stimuli with location differences of 

just a few seconds of arc visual angle was formidable. But it was accomplished in the optometry 

attic, with an observation distance of 30+ meters, target placement using a microscope stage, 

random number tables, intercom communication between subject and experimenter and other 

such accoutrements of pre-computer vision research. Early results clearly supported Ludvigh’s 

contention and Vernier acuity was left without any reasonable explanation.  

 

The problem of stimulus generation is paramount here. I saw the solution in 1970 on one of my 

frequent visits with Matt Alpern at Ann Arbor, when Bill Uttal, in whose graduate advising I had 

participated at Ohio State a dozen years earlier, showed me his setup using a Digital Electronics 

PDP-8 computer to generate dots on a monitor in an experiment which would now be called 

sparse coding. Accordingly in my next competing NIH grant renewal application, I budgeted a 

PDP-8 computer. This was funded in spite of, as a member of the study section confided to me, 

the feeling expressed by some reviewers that conventional mechanical devices should be 

adequate and a computer not really needed. By October 1, 1972, the start date of the grant 

renewal, the PDP-11 had been released and I rebudgeted to acquire one of the early models. 

Because there was little software support, the programming was done in assembly, often even in 

machine, language. This was very time-consuming, but has led to the habit, maintained in 

successive generations of computers and program languages, of doing all programming myself 

and assuring accurate control of the actual x,y location, brightness, presentation time onset and 

duration parameters of each target component. 



 

Because we knew Ludvigh to have been right, the grant application formulated the research aim 

in information-theoretical terms: At what cost is localization precision achieved at better than the 

grain of the retinal mosaic and the cut-off spatial frequency of the eye’s optics? If Hering’s idea 

of gaining information about one dimension of a line (its position) by losing it in the other 

(length) is not tenable, performance in what other stimulus attributes are used to secure 

superoptimality of the relative position signal? The first hint was the discovery, with Gert 

Hauske, who had come with a doctorate from the Technical University of Munich, of 

interference with Vernier thresholds by flanking lines.
11

 With a succession of post-doctoral 

workers, principally, for many years, with Suzanne McKee, as well as, chronologically with Tom 

Butler, David Badcock, Mike Fendick, Dennis Levi, Manfred Fahle, Graeme Mitchison, Bertil 

Lindblom, Mark Pettet, Ben Coutant and Christian Wehrhahn I explored this terrain and the 

related ones of line-orientation and of disparity processing. Because it categorically differs from 

visual acuity, dependent as the latter does on optical and receptor mosaic resolution, I coined the 

term hyperacuity
12

 to cover the fine localization capabilities, which incidentally are also evident 

in many other sensory modalities. I had considered superresolution which is now a major 

concept dedicated to retrieval of information embedded in noise or beyond the diffraction limit. 

A variety of issues arose in these studies: perceptual learning, now a discipline in its own right 

but evident in the universal improvement of stereo performance with practice; the effect of 

attention and expectation, now discussed under the heading of top-down influences on early 

visual processing; and finally the over-arching realization that the cortex rather than the retina 



was involved in all these tasks, and that the most relevant neighboring discipline was the 

neurophysiology of the alert primate primary visual cortex. 

 

These ideas resonated with Charles Gilbert at the Rockefeller University who, well ahead of 

most of the visual cortex community, insisted on studying visual cortical circuits not just as 

passive filtering of retinal signals through spatial channels but as revealing contextual interaction 

and plasticity in the aid of perceptual imperatives. Because my psychophysical findings strongly 

implicated the visual cortex, it seemed natural to collaborate to find how closely the rules 

governing human responses in simple visual tasks match those applying to single units 

responding to the same stimuli in the alert primate cortex. The joint project, predominantly 

carried out at the Rockefeller University, to whose adjunct faculty I was appointed, continued for 

25 years.
13 

 

The transition from optometrist to physiologist, entrained by the venue change caused by the 

lack of space in the optometry building, manifested by appointment to the Editorial Board of the 

Journal of Physiology and later the Biology section of the Proceedings of the Royal Society. 

nowhere expressed itself more than in being able to start on an entirely different research 

direction. Though psychophysics has always been a research tool in sensory physiology, the 

pervasive reductionist trend in neurophysiology favored a direct look at neurons and neural 

circuits. These “wet” experiments utilizing animals require major laboratory resources in 

equipment, surgery suites, facilities for animal housing and care, electronic workshops, set-ups 



for histological preparations, and so forth. These were either already available in Berkeley’s Life 

Sciences Building or could be readily established with departmental and NIH funds. To complete 

the line-up, the needed expertize was also at hand: Sidney Blair, a gifted medical graduate 

wanting to retread had begun his PhD program in Medical Physics and was looking for a project. 

 

This was in 1968. The neural basis of the visual input from the eye into the central nervous 

system was, so I felt, firmly in place as a result of Kuffler’s retinal studies and Hubel and 

Wiesel’s cortical ones. I had researched human eye movements extensively, yet very little was 

known about their neural circuitry in the brainstem. To provide a meaningful substrate for human 

eye movements, findings should come, it seemed to me, from primates and be acquired while 

they are alert. The effort to realize this was enormous, especially since neither Sidney Blair nor I 

had actual training and experience in recording neural activity in alert primates, though there the 

available resources and the expertize between us sufficed to make it a feasible proposition. In 

particular, no laboratory challenge seemed to faze Sidney, be it surgical or electrode or head-

restraint or histological technique, be it continuous in-situ eye position monitoring, be it 

managing an animal colony. 

 

Within a year or so we had the first success, listening on the audio monitor to the neural impulses 

controlling an extra-ocular muscle as the animal made voluntary saccades in the visual field. The 

pitch, quite high, changed with eye position implying that eye-muscle tone was position-coded, 

in nice conformity with the formulation of saccade mechanics in my 1953 PhD thesis. While 



clear and firm, the finding was not publishable because it was just then being reported in the 

literature by three separate labs, Robinson’s at Johns Hopkins, Fuchs’s in Seattle and Schiller’s 

at MIT. We were about a year too late in that instance, but not in the several that followed in 

which the rich repertoire of supra-nuclear neurons was being characterized. There, however, 

transparency is lacking. A very important rule of motor neurophysiology emerged: whereas the 

final common path, the motoneuron, is relatively open to description, all traces of transparency 

disappear just one level central to it. This is because the motoneuron is just that, the final 

common path, on the gigantic dendritic tree of which the influence of tens of thousands of 

synapses from dozens of different sources are integrated. The struggle to trace oculomotor 

signals through midbrain and brainstem centers continues. 

 

During one of the almost yearly international oculomotor congresses and symposia I heard the 

very active German neurophysiologists H.H. Kornhuber assert that the metrics of saccades are 

governed by the cerebellum acting as a “clock.” The cerebellum’s role in motor control was 

uncertain at best and cerebellar lesions are known to cause major motor disturbances, but the 

proposition seemed unlikely. Sidney Blair being, surgically speaking, fearless we decided to 

confront the issue head-on and perform a complete cerebellectomy to find what happens to 

saccades. When the effect of anesthesia had worn off, saccades were fully normal. So much for 

Kornhuber. However, a different, almost opposite syndrome had become evident, what we called 

gaze-holding failure. The eyes could not be held in a peripheral gaze but slowly drifted back to 

the straight-ahead and this was associated with deficits in smooth eye tracking.
14

 The vestibulo-



pontine-cerebellar eye movement circuity proved extremely intricate and the work taxing. 

Findings were not as singular, definitive and compelling as I would have liked, a situation not 

helped by the competitive, adversarial style of refereeing needed to be surmounted for 

publication in neurophysiology journals. After about a dozen years, the effort of maintaining the 

primate lab, now also facing the added difficulty of dealing with the plasticity of even vestibulo-

ocular, let alone voluntary, eye movement responses, proved more than I was willing to shoulder. 

So Dr. Blair rejoined the US Navy, eventually to reach the rank of Captain USN MC, the 

remaining primates were turned over to Russ DeValois, and with the help of Rolf Eckmiller and 

Essie Meisami, behavioral and histological characterization of partial cerebellectomy was 

published in Experimental Brain Research,
15

 and my full attention could return to the work in 

human spatial vision, which was closer to my heart.
 

 

The 35 years since then have flown by. There has been teaching of undergraduate courses and 

graduate seminars, and active roles in the reorganization of Berkeley’s biology program led by 

Dan Koshland, in the planning, bringing on-line and running the Life Sciences Addition, in 

founding and heading the Neurobiology division of the new Molecular and Cell Biology 

department, in various editorial capacities of biology and professional journals. But my 

intellectual energy continued to be centered on the investigation of spatial vision,
16

 most 

prominently by exploring the processing of signals as they traversed the eye’s optics, the 

photochemical and neural stages of the retina and then were channeled through the cortical visual 

streams. This was aided by an abiding fixation on computer programming and coding and by the 



good fortune of being a “typical” observer. By this I mean that an idea once formulated would be 

translated and implemented in computer monitor patterns and mouse or keyboard actuations and, 

using randomized presentations, could be tried out myself and modified till a sharply-articulated 

question would result in clear-cut response pattern. Usually, once validated by a collaborator it 

would be replicated on 2-3 undergraduate research interns and lead to a publishable result that 

invariably survived critical scrutiny. 

 

Occasional excursions into geometrical-optical illusions or fractal dimensions aside, I principally 

explored the processing of object position, orientation, shape and disparity by psychophysical 

techniques and, during my part-time residence and collaboration with members of Charles 

Gilbert’s Neurobiology Laboratory at the Rockefeller University in New York, by correlation 

with single-unit responses in the primate primary visual cortex. 

 

The research was informed by the program expressed in the title of a talk
17

 I gave in 1948 before 

the Institute of Optometrists of NSW “Physics, Physiology and Vision” – it was also the title 

given the Festschrift
18

 organized by Suzanne McKee and Ken Nakayama on my 65
th

 birthday: 

assurance that all the physical properties of the visual stimuli have been fully accounted for, 

recognition of the transformations imposed by retinal transduction, awareness of the evolving 

knowledge about of cortical processing. Understanding of perceptual grouping, Gestalt rules, 

laws of constancy was the ultimate aim rather than the immediate object of study. My training in 

mathematics and physics proved advantageous. For example, the ability to work though Fourier 



calculations makes one recognize that phase is mandatory to define a visual feature that had been 

discarded in the power spectrum. Coming to grips with what in Shannon’s information theory or 

Bayesian inference is mathematically rigorous and what is brought in as an assumption makes 

one able to distinguish situations where such formulations are useful tools from those where they 

are merely conversational gambits. 

 

As the configuration of a vision science laboratory changed from the solo researcher who 

constructed his own apparatus and performed his own experiments, to the era of electronic 

equipment, computers and collaboration with a few graduate and post-doctoral students, I could 

still keep pace. But the further progression to today’s version -- large-scale, multi-collaborator, 

complex instrumentation, cross-discipline procedures -- has left me behind. Hence, though my 

interest in and devotion to the study of the human eye and vision have remained undiminished 

for now almost 80 years, I am increasingly turning to the reviewing and commenting on the rich 

history of our topic, much of which it has been my good fortune to personally witness. 
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